
 

 

 

Border Towns’ and Small Islands’ declaration 

“Towards a Europe of Solidarity and Shared Responsibility” 

Addressed to the “Informal metting of heads of state or government” to be hold in Salzburg on 

September 20th, 2018 – the Salzburg Summit of the EU 

 

The mayors of Lampedusa and Linosa (IT), Grande Synthe (FR), Traiskirchen (AT), Marsa (MT), gathered into 

a network in order to learn from each other’s manifold experiences and jointly ask for a european 

migration policy of solidarity and shared responsibility.  

As Mayors we ask the EU Summit in Salzburg to take into account the here below requests to pursue 

policies in line with the founding documents of the European Union and the United Nations:  

- the Geneva Convention  

- the Universal Declaration of Human Rights  

- the UN Resolution Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development  

- the European Convention on Human Rights  

- the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights  

- the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union  

 

On occasion of the Salzburg Summit of September 20th we are calling for: 

– enlarging the scope of the motto of the Austrian Presidency of the Council „A Europe that protects“ to 

include the protection of asylum seekers and refugees seeking shelter in the EU 

 - all heads of state to markedly reaffirm the European Agenda on Migration’s main principles of Solidarity 

and shared responsibility among member states  

- A special political and financial support to Border Towns and Regions and Smaller Islands especially, to 

better handle migration/integration processes  

- The lessening of border towns/regions and smaller islands burden to deal with migration being alone and 

the reduction of overcrowded camps in small towns and islands by sharing the responsibility and relocating 

refugees as the Relocation Mechanism provides for between all EU countries and regions  

- Embracing and pursuing the manifold best practices and ideas on working with and integrating migrants 

and asylum seekers coming from our border towns, regions and smaller islands  

- Allowing and fostering civil society and public search and rescue missions in order to prevent drownings in 

the sea and supporting smaller islands municipalities with emergency relief  



- The raising of development cooperation budgets and the implementation of the sustainable development 

goals to improve living standards in the home countries  

- A raise of contributions to UNHCR and other refugees-focused agencies in order to help refugees in or 

near their home country  

- The abandonment of the inhumane approach based on asylum camps outside the EU, as it would be in 

breach with both the Geneva Convention and human rights protection principles 

- As an alternative, the development of legal opportunities to enter the EU, together with the 

implementation of clear relocation quota involving all member states and a financial support to countries 

of origin and transit.  

Endorsed by the mayors of Grande Synthe (FR) Damien Carême, Lampedusa e Linosa (IT) Salvatore 

Martello, Marsa (MT) Francis Debono, Traiskirchen (AT) Andreas Babler. 


